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with Terraform





What is Infrastructure as 
Code?



Infrastructure as Code:

Approach to infrastructure automation based on 
practices from software development. It emphasises 
consistent, repeatable routines for provisioning and 
changing systems and their configuration. You make 

changes to code, then use automation to test and 
apply those changes to your systems.



“We don’t make changes often enough    
  to justify automating them”



“We should build first and  
  automate later”



“We must choose between speed  
  and quality”



1. Delivery lead time

2. Deployment frequency

3. Change fail percentage

4. Mean time to Restore  
(MTTR)

Four Key Metrics:





What is Terraform?



Open-source tool   
to define both cloud and on-prem resources  
in human-readable configuration files  
that you can version, reuse, and share.
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“Everything as code”



• Provider/Provisioner Plugins over RPC

• Split into Terraform Core and Terraform Providers

Terraform Architecture:

Core

Terraform

Providers

Plugins Upstream APIs







AWS

Providers for any service you can think of:

Microsoft Azure
Librato
GitHub

Packet
Google Cloud
DigitalOcean
Heroku

Docker
Fastly
Kubernetes
Alibaba Cloud

Oracle Cloud
Salesforce
Hashicorp Vault
Terraform Cloud

Many more …
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Continuously test & deliver all work  
in progress



to build quality in 
rather than trying  
to test quality in

The idea is
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Build small, simple pieces that you 
can change independently



Code Repositories



• Dependency graph

• Refresh prior to any operation

• Primary purpose is to store bindings between resources

• Remote locking to prevent concurrent runs

Terraform State Management:



Software Engineering Practices







Service Oriented Architecture
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